
 

malaparadois - PARATY CARNIVAL – TIPS AND STORIES 

 

Carnival in Paraty, Rio de Janeiro - Brazil 

 

Paraty is a city on the southern coast of Rio de Janeiro (see the post Paraty) that has a very cool 

carnival. 

 

The Paraty Carnival is a typical festival celebrated as formerly, with blocks, music bands 

humming "marchinhas". 

 

Even the city getting thousands of tourists, young people, adults, seniors and children play 

carnival in Paraty friendly and with great joy. 

 

In these 5 day carnival that was present malaparadois witnessed only joy and fun. No problem 

or incident occurred at the city that endured well the thousands of revelers. 

 

Assuming you have already booked a hostel or hotel , because if you leave to make the booking 

on arrival in city, probably you can´t find rooms, you will arrive in Paraty by BR -101 , and will 

probably follow the main avenue (Avenida Roberto Silveira ) immediately spotting the " porch " 

. If your host is in the historic center will take a few more minutes to roost because the streets 

are full of people already playing the carnival. 

 

In the city there are a lot of things to do. You can go to the beaches, taste the cuisine, shopping 

in stores or simply walk the cobblestone streets and historic just waiting start of the revelry that 

has its starting point in the Largo da Pedreira around 17 hours. 

 

More than 30 blocks per Paraty Carnival Parade from Friday to Tuesday, your choice and enjoy! 

 

The strength of Paraty Carnival is in the main square, where is the Church of Nossa Senhora dos 

Remédios and main postcard city. 

 

The streets adorned with ribbons and decorations typical carnival charm give the party. 

 

Another strong point are the bars and restaurants. You can find in the street Lapa, Paraty33, a 

bar that is an icon of the city and in the evenings it turns into club. 



 

 

The carnival blocks Paraty bring joy wherever they go. Marchinhas, famous sambas from 

decades past as well as his own compositions make the party of revelers. 

 

During the day you can still do several activities, including walking to the Forte Defensor 

Perpétuo and appreciater at wonderful view of the Bay of Paraty. 

 

The building where today stands the Museum of Forte Defensor Perpétuo, was erected in 1793, 

the first nucleus of settlement of the town of Paraty, then called Vila de São Roque. 

 

The fort was built in order to protect the flow of gold from the Royal Road and the sugar 

production region. With economy decline of Paraty, the fort was in ruins until 1822, when it was 

rebuilt and received its present name in honor of Dom Pedro I, Emperor and Perpetual Defender 

of Brazil. 

 

In 1836, it underwent new works, for convenience of the garrison, initially of Militia and then 

the Army. Subsequently the defensive system of the Bay of Paraty has been improved and 

reached integrate six fortifications. 

 

In 1957, it was authorized to transfer the jurisdiction of the War Department for Education and 

Culture. In the '60s, it was restored by IPHAN and was under the administration of the 6th 

Regional Board (later Coordination and Regional Superintendency). 

 

In the 70s, after the restoration works undertaken by IPHAN, under the coordination of the 

architect Edgar Jacintho da Silva, the monument was opened to visitors, with the mounting of 

the exhibition "Reference Document on the Town of Our Lady of Remedies Paraty" at 

Headquarters Troop , with replicas of documents , maps and some objects . Currently, the 

museum is under the responsibility of the Brazilian Institute of Museums - IBRAM. 

Revelers can still enjoy the day on the beautiful beaches of Paraty, such as Jabaquara, Pontal, 

Sao Goncalo, Trindade ... Among many others. 

The Beach Jabaquara is only ten minutes walkink from the historic center of Paraty. You can still 

lazing in the warm Balacobaco Beach Bar 

São Gonçalo beach is 30 minutes from Historic Downtown and its access is the BR 101. 

The District of Trindade is located 25 km from the historic center of Paraty and has one of the 

most beautiful beaches sets. Has 7 beaches, 3 waterfalls, natural swimming pool at the beach 1 

Cachadaço, 1 island and various trails and caves. 

 



 

malaparadois recommends : 

 

Corto Maltese Restaurant 

Address: Rua Tenente Francisco Antônio, 130 - Centro , RJ , 23970-000 

Italian Cooking 

 

Paraty33 

Paraty is one of the most complete gastronomic squares of the coast, due to the number of 

homes and the quality of the establishments. The Paraty 33 proposed a new kind of concept, 

bringing a bit of everything in one place. Style Pub is an excellent tip for enjoying drinks, beers 

and tasty dishes. 

 

Even during Carnaval Paraty 33 surprises. In two days (Saturday and Sunday of Carnival) was 

show with a rock band. 

 

Balacobaco Beach Bar 

Of Jabaquara Beach 

 

Great tip for the day. Opens at 10 am and closes 18 pm. 

Their menu is very diverse and their drinks are delicious! 

The colorful comfort of Balacobaco Beach Bar on the beach of Jabaquara, certainly will leave 

your day much more enjoyable. 


